Submission Instructions: Lab Safety Acknowledgment (LSA)

Courses listed in Schedule of Classes having a “Lab Safety Acknowledgement (LSA)” attribute require the submission of an LSA prior to registration in the course. The following screenshots provide instructions (Pages 2-3) for LSA submission.
1) Select the “Lab Safety Acknowledgments” link in the My Schedule channel on the my record tab:

![My Schedule window with selected Lab Safety Acknowledgments link]

2) Select registration term:

![Registration Term selection window]

Select a Term: Fall 2014 - College Station
3) After Scrolling to read the acknowledgment, click the “Accept Laboratory Safety Acknowledgment” button to submit:

![Lab Safety Acknowledgment](image)

4) Once the LSA is accepted you will see the following:

![Lab Safety Acknowledgment](image)

5) You may now register for any labs requiring the LSA, assuming additional prerequisites and/or course restrictions have been satisfied.